Inspired Ink

Welcome to the second issue of Inspired Ink, brought to you by our incredible student staff!
We’re so excited to share it with you!
For the previous issue, we collected our favorite creative writing pieces written and edited by
ORVA high school students. These were brilliant pieces, covering every subject from love to
grief. This time, we wanted to focus in and find the most popular creative writing topics. Surprisingly, many of them have to do with the outdoors. Stories about the peace and quiet of nature often had the most inspiring messages. This was an excellent thing to find. Classic novelists like
Mary Shelley (author of Frankenstein) often use nature as a way to reflect characters’ inner conflicts and feelings. Seeing students use the same technique to express their own ideas was both
exciting and intriguing.
We’d like to thank those who let us show off their wonderful work in this issue. Your writing is
incredible, the artwork is beautiful, and we can’t wait to share it! I’d like to personally thank Mr.
Neal--and his team of story scouts and architects, graphics and art designers, as well as editors-for the time and effort they’ve put in. Finally, I’d like to encourage anyone who’s interested to
take part in the next edition.
From now on, we’ll be putting out two issues every semester and we’d love your help! The upcoming edition will be focused around family. Moms, dads, brothers, sisters, step-siblings, halfsiblings, foster parents, aunts, uncles, cousins, nieces, nephews, grandparents. No two families are
alike and, because of that, being part of a family means something different to everyone. Let us
know what it means to you. Send a k-mail to Mr. Neal with your fiction, nonfiction or poem. We
can’t guarantee we’ll have room for everyone’s work, but we’ll try our best! Submissions are due
February 29th (that’s the last day of the month!). We can’t wait to hear your story!
For now, take a breath. A new semester has just begun. We hope the following pages help you to
feel refreshed and ready for the next. Enjoy!
Sincerely,
Audrey Wojnarowisch
Editor in Chief
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The Forest — Liam Negron
Where light and shadow are at their extremes
Fighting an endless battle in a plethora of brown and green
Where every tree is given its own personality
And moods, like colors, branch through the ideas of others,

The forest creates a mirror that augments the thoughts and feelings of those who enter it,
Taking on both the light and the shadow so that its appearance is exactly what it needs to
be for
The person
But with these reflections, if you’re lost going in, then if you find your way back out then
you
are no longer the lost person who went in,

And such describes my feelings for the library,
Only when I come into one lost I never want to find my way back out,
Inside this issue:

Faced with a forest of so many mirrors
Trapped in a place with so many paintings filled with light and dark,
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The place where I can find the entrance to other worlds,
Ultimately the place where I stare down so many other versions of myself.
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All of this, unchanging no matter the shape or form, from the unbendable forest.
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Everyone is afraid of something. Whether
it’s spiders, cats, peanut butter, or heights,
everyone is afraid of something. Mine is
being out in the wilderness, without my
family or showers for five days. Also
heights, and big, open spaces with people,
but that’s a completely different issue.
NYC, also known as Northwest Youth
Core, is a non-profit program with different

camp opportunities. Once you reach the
right age, you can go out for five weeks,
day or overnight, and even earn money
doing field work or clearing trails. It’s
completely outdoors, facing nature
while sleeping in tents.
I was on the lower level for just five
days, hoping for something to do over
summer. After two years of online
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Nature That Kills...Sort Of (Cont.) — Dajia Jones (nf)
schooling, I haven’t really
had much opportunity to be
around other people my age.
I knew there was some work,
but I thought I’d mostly be
doing camp-stuff.

“For all I knew,
animals were
lurking in the
shadows.”

Camp songs and fishing were
at the front of my mind.
So, I packed my bags and my
parents dropped me off at
Eugene. To my surprise, I
was the only girl camper. I
awkwardly stared at my
shoes and mumbled a greeting to another camper-Peyton--who had orange hair,
and freckles. Then there was
Malakai, six feet tall, with
dark skin. My leaders, Angela and Ginger were the only

other girls.
“Don’t worry, Dajia will seem shy at first but within five
minutes she’ll be talking to a point you can’t stand it.” As
my mom said these words, I went back to inspecting my
new hiking shoes. The brown fabric already looked old,
and the purple designs weren’t even interesting.

was lurking outside my tent. I kept a flashlight in my hand
and tried not to cry. I was fourteen, scared, and was alone.
I shivered and then cried. It was freezing, dark, and, for all
I knew, animals were lurking in the shadows. Often, I
turned on my flashlight to see my familiar shadow in the
yellow beam of light.
Eventually, I fell asleep with my flashlight in my hand.
During those five days, we hiked, talked, and went spelunking. Peyton, who I became pretty good friends with, fell
during the spelunking and sliced his knee open. He had to
get stitches. The joke lived on as the “curse of the apple”
since he peeled an apple right before the fall.
At one point, when we were expected to hike a big
rock someplace called Monkey Face, I couldn’t do it. I hated exercise and had never hiked up a vertical rock, more
than a few miles tall. I got sick to my stomach and we went
in search of Ginger and Peyton who were walking near the
bottom of it, due to Peyton’s injury.
“I can’t. No,” I tell Angela, fighting back tears “I literally
cannot go further.”
That was something that not only made me embarrassed, but
also insecure in the group of athletes. I was a good weight,
and I was ok with some regular PE activities, but hiking at a
vertical angle was not something that I wanted to do.

With hugs and jokes, my parents left. The campers were
taken into a room to organize our bags before we climbed
aboard a small bus. It was called “The Rig,” and was quite
large, so we each had our own seats. Conversation eventually started.

Later during that week, I found myself laughing as Peyton
told jokes. Still, even at night, I was afraid of Jason. The
rangers of the park kindly let us use their little house, but
the door creaked. With a dry mouth of fear, I’d crack open
the door and dash to the bathroom.

Our first stop was a hike at a waterfall, where we ate granola bars and apples. I talked, but I was starting to feel
nervous. This was when I realized the tough reality that
“camp” means being in the middle of the woods, no cell
phone reception, and no showering. After we had settled
back into The Rig, I looked out my window, wondering
what the campsite would be like.

“Friday the Thirteenth doesn’t help,” I told Peyton. “Quit
telling scary stories.”

A chipmunk with brown and white stripes made me smile
as I set up my tent. In reality, I needed a lot of help, considering I had never been camping before. So, I got a lot of
help from Malakai and Peyton, who I assumed were just
being nice.
As night fell, we played flashlight tag, which I dominated.
Once the dark came, my stomach churned. After recently
watching Friday the Thirteenth, I was convinced Jason

“Oh, we’ll be fine. Your turn,” he gestures to the cards in
my hands, and I cautiously
slam my cards down on the splintered wooden table.
Over the course of the next few days, I realized just how
much the outdoors had to offer.
From chipmunks digging through garbage bags to a bee in a
tent, and getting the Rig stuck in the rocks, it is a wonderful
place to be. Despite there being no showers, no mattresses
and no electronics, being away taught me something.
Being away from home doesn’t kill you.
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The Sandy Skirmish — Ryan Rendon-Padilla (nf)
My arms cocked back, aiming as my
target bounded along the sandy ridge. I
hurled that pinecone with all my might.
It sailed through the air, closing in towards the unsuspecting target.
During the summer of 2012, I went on a
camping trip with some friends near
North Bend. There was no solid road to
our campsite so we had to drive through
the soft sand all the way there. I was
almost sick from all of the shaking and
wobbling. As soon as the tents were set
up, we hopped into the truck and headed
out to fish off the jetty. Thoroughly
windburned and hungry, we returned to
camp
to
have dinner.
Late that
night, we
walk away smelling
huddled
around the
like pitch and
campfire
counting our
telling
ghost stonumerous bruises,
ries
and
roasting
both physical and
marshmalmental.”
lows. As I
stared
at
the
fire,
mesmerized,
I
imagined it taking a spectral form. The
smoke twisted and turned as the hazy
apparitions danced in the night, silhouetted against the
“Later we would all

Early the next morning when I woke up,
the campfire still smoldered, and the
gulls lingered around the edge of camp,
waiting to raid our stock of food. An icy
coastal fog wafted through the camp,
chilling me to the bone, so I stirred the
fire and waited for people to emerge
from their tents. Soon everyone had
awoken, the task of packing up camp
started. I fell asleep again on the drive to
go clamming.
When we arrived at the pungent mud

flats, the four boys — Kevin, Shane,
Taylor and I — decided to hang back
while the others went clamming. Dunes
and shore-pine forest bordered the flats.
As we explored the area, I stubbed my
toe on something. I winced with pain
and looked down. It was a large, green
pinecone. That gave me an idea: why
not have a pinecone fight? At the time
it seemed like a great idea, but later we
would all walk away smelling like pitch
and counting our numerous bruises,
both physical and mental. For the first
time I noticed how the trees permeated
the surrounding air with their piney
scent. I hurried over and began relating
my proposal; they were interested, so
the fight was on! Shane and I decided
to team up against Kevin and Taylor.
My partner and I agreed to take the
right side of the bank because there
were more hiding places, not to mention tall trees easily accessible for scanning the landscape below.
“Go!” Kevin’s voice echoed out over
the sandy plain. I quickly scrambled up
a tree that hung out over the bank.
From my vantage point, I could see
someone slowly sneaking towards our
base. I grabbed a solid looking pinecone and hurled it at the rustling bushes. Kevin burst up out of the bushes
with a yelp, and scrambled for cover.
Cracking up with laughter, I saw Taylor
lob a pinecone straight towards my
head, I ducked, lost my footing on the
branch, and fell to the sand below.
Stunned by the impact, it took me a few
seconds to catch my breath. Shane fired
next, striking Taylor directly in the
chest. The battle raged on for a while
and slowly degraded into a free-for-all.
We all turned on each other, partner vs.
partner.
I took a position behind one of the
trucks and waited for someone to approach the ridge. Suddenly, a pinecone
whistled past my head. Stumbling, I ran
over to retrieve it. It was “The Rock,"
nicknamed this because of its extreme

hardness. Shane then appeared, staggering
as he ran along the ridge to get away from
Taylor. Earlier, Shane had nailed my leg
with the Rock, so I thought I would return
the favor. I stood up and propelled the
Rock towards him. It hit him in the head
with a loud knock. It sounded like someone dropping a coconut on the ground. He
let out a loud holler in surprise. At that
moment, I felt a twinge of regret. Unintentionally, I had just clobbered my friend
with a cinderblock of a pinecone in the
back of the head. I felt bad, because I was
afraid he might be injured.
Taylor ran over to see if Shane was okay,
but Shane turned around, grabbed him,
and rolled off the bank, fighting with him.
I heard short bursts of Taylor yelling,
“Shane, stop!” They looked like two wildcats in a scrap, rolling and tearing at each
other, crashing and tumbling down the
dune through the seagrass and bushes.
Later I learned that Shane thought that
Taylor hit him with the pinecone. I felt so
guilty because for a while he sat in the
truck and wouldn’t come out, while I tried
to explain that I was the one who hit him,
and that I was sorry.
Soon things were smoothed over, he wasn’t hurt, and the rest of the trip was just as
fun as before the incident. I look back on
the trip with mixed feelings, both happiness and regret. I went with one idea of
how friends treat each other, and I returned home with a greater understanding
of the boundaries of friendship.
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Hike — Miriam Goings
We were walking on a small narrow path made simply of dirt,
Surrounded by greenery,
We were enjoying the warm sun on our skin,
The cool breeze blowing through our hair,

We held each other’s hands as if to comfort one another,
In ways you didn’t know possible,
Like we were talking to each other,
Yet not actually speaking to one another,
Like we knew exactly what it was that the other person was going to say,
And we simply replied through the beautiful scenery.

The Shadow Talks — Brandon McCulloch (f)
I

The shadow wandered on, aimlessly, between brush thick and thin, tall and short, heavy and
light; he went where his body took him. He had no idea what he wanted, he knew only what
had happened. As he looked around, the creatures of the forest knew his weakness. They followed him carelessly, knowing no harm will come their way. His path never ceased to meet an
end, nor did it have a beginning; his path had crossed itself numerous times. He felt alone in
the trees, alone with only his thoughts. While the songbirds tweeted, and the mighty elk sung
its powerful song, he knew he was only being watched, observed, to see where he might go
and what he might do.
Ne’er had man wandered alone in the woods, so quiet, so calmly, so bare. He became a creature of the woods himself, not knowing where he would go, what he would eat, where he
would sleep. All he knew was walking, and thinking, and remembering. His past was not quite
forgotten, however: he still remembered his name; it scarred his mind with each passing second, reminding him of what he was, and what he’d done, and all of his mistakes... and still, he
wandered on.

II

He knew the woods better than any man who entered, some may even claim better than the creatures, too. He knew every inch, from
every tree to the daintiest flower, the tallest peak to the shortest creeper, and then there was him. The only part he didn’t know. As his
life took a turn for the worse, he knew that wandering in secrecy would keep him safe. People didn’t care about him if he was wandering in the woods, and they’d think less if he were dead. He was a misfit in the real world, finding his home in only the trees and brush
surrounding him. His path was soft, his movements were quicksilver, no one
His mind raced, day after day, and yet not once had he made a sound, a whisper, a crack of a branch; all that’s heard was his breath,
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The Shadow Talks (Cont.) — Brandon McCulloch (f)
his heartbeat, the only things crucial to life. One day, a horribly gloomy day, he was thinking of a girl. What a wonderful girl,
and she deserved better than him; yet she loved him. Softly, quietly, for the first time in days, weeks, months, he uttered her
name: Margaret.

III

He was ready, his heart was set. He’d leave the safety and protection of the forest spirits, the only ones who knew his secrets,
and find his beloved Margaret. His determination built his courage enough to speak, and so speak he did. “I love her, and I’ll
find her if it’s the last thing I do.” He looked at his clothes, and realized he was in no shape to see her.
As Riley arrived at his watering hole, the birds started singing happier songs, the hares started to play again, and a smile finally shone on his face. He hung his clothes up on a tree after rinsing them, and dove into the cold, mellow water. There was a
calm waterfall nearby, tranquil, and field mice ran around the edge of the water. The sky cleared, and revealed that golden orb
at high noon. Steam rose from the forest floor, creating a mellow mist in the air. He whistled a little tune as he bathed, thinking
about how wonderful it’d be to see her again. He thought about how wonderful a face she had.

IV

Later that night Riley slowly made his way back into society. He knew he didn’t belong in the town; yet he knew he didn’t
belong without his girl. Unable to see more than shadows in the distance, and no more than ten feet in front, he made his way
down the gravel streets, silent as could be. As carefully as he could, so as to not wake anyone but her, he approached her
house. She lived in a small house, old, rundown, impossible to tell if it should be habitable. Carefully, he tapped on her window, and listened to hear her inside. The window moved! He heard her voice.
“Riley... is that you? What are you doing here?” she whispered, “Where have you been?” It had been a little over a year, in
reality, since she had last seen him.
“Well, I’m here to see you. Need I say more?” He was nervous, not being around anyone for so long after such a terrible
event. “Come outside, the air’s nice and cool. It feels great.”

V

As the stars were shining overhead, the two walked just outside of town. They were mainly silent, with a slight awkwardness
over them. They walked on down the road, or what they assumed the road, and went together. It didn’t matter where, as long
as they were hand in hand. After so long, their love stayed strong, and they both knew it. He held her hand, and guided her into
the forest, where he knew the could
“Ah, Margaret, it’s been so long, I missed you so much... but we’re here now, for each other, once again.” Riley said, with a
slight bit of excitement. He held her close, and whispered in her ear, “I still love you, as strong as the day I left.”
Together they stood, the two of them, in the forest he knew so well. Together, the two of them, under the moon and stars, their
lips met with a kiss.
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Two Paths Diverged — Chloe Harman (nf)
It was getting dark, making it hard to see anything as I was
wading through the waist-deep water. I kept tripping and my
imagination began to wonder what was in the water with me.
Earlier, we had heard several gunshots. I was almost convinced
that the narrow gorge that we were wading through was a prime
body-dumping site. This hike was turning into my worst nightmare.
My family and I love going on hikes and we had been trying
new trails every other weekend this summer. Having decided
where we were going to go that day, the six of us packed up and
crammed into the car. The hike was an hour and half away so
my brother, sister and I spent the drive playing I Spy-type
games.
Once there, we all bailed out of the car and put our backpacks
on. The first part of the hike was really beautiful, surrounded
with huge trees and wildflowers on either side. The weather
was great and the trail seemed moderately easy. Soon, we came
across a fork in the path. There were no signs or trail markers.
Stumped, we sat down to eat and discuss which way to go. After much debate, we chose the path on the right because it
seemed to head in the general direction of the parking lot. We
started our way up it. After hiking for quite a while, the trail
seemed to meander in an entirely different direction. It was
getting steeper and steeper and began to get narrow — hard to
even walk through. Just as we were about to turn around, we
burst through the last bunch of undergrowth, only to find ourselves back at the weird little unmarked intersection.
A little worn out, we started down the path on the left. We continued on for quite some time, hurrying along since it was getting late and the sun was setting. Soon, it was dark enough that
we could not see the trail much. It didn’t help that the trail
seemed to twist back and forth between trees, with not much
undergrowth anywhere so there was no marked difference to
see. To add to the tension, we heard several gunshots as we
were making our way along, which only added to the pressing
urgency to get back to the car. In a moment of poor judgment,
we followed what we thought was the widest path and ended up
at the edge of a creek that ran through a narrow gorge. Remembering the little creek that we had crossed earlier and that led to
the parking lot, we decided to go down the creek. Stumbling
along, we came across a huge log jam that was the size of
house. With the creek being the only thing that we could follow

along in the dark, we began the tortuous climb over the top of
the log jam. The logs were very wet and slippery; we lost our
footing several times. Once over the jam, we resumed following
the creek.
Soon, the rock walls of the gorge pressed in on us and we could
no longer walk beside the creek. We were wading through waist
-deep water. Cold, tired, and absolutely creeped out, I strained
to see into the water. I was convinced I was going to see a body
any minute. Grandma dropped her phone when she was struggling to keep her footing and it took us several minutes to find
it in the water. She dried it off, took it apart, and shoved it into
her shirt pocket. Finally, the gorge widened out and we were
able to walk along the creek again. Shortly after this, we came
upon the creek crossing and trail that we had first been on and
eagerly swung onto the trail headed back to the car. Suddenly,
we came up on a lone guy standing in the middle of the trail.
Dressed in a leather jacket, orange skinny jeans, and heaving
hiking boots, the red-headed man appeared to be in his early
twenties. Anxious, we pressed on past him and began to jog. He
turned and followed along at our pace and began asking questions, like where were we from, how old we were, etc. My
Grandma signaled for us to stop, faking the need to catch her
breath, hoping the guy would go on ahead. After an awkward
bit, he resumed jogging down the trail but then stepped off into
the bushes about twenty yards out. Grandma motioned for us to
skirt around the trail on the other side from where he disappeared and we tiptoed along until we were clear.
Down the hill, we passed two red-haired men similar to the
other, sitting in an ATV just off the side of the trail. We jogged
on past, not making eye contact, completely freaked out. My
wild imagination was sure that there was a crazy hillbilly family out in the woods looking for people to capture, torture, and
kill. I’m pretty sure the rest of us were fighting the same feelings, because we all broke into a run at the same time. Within
minutes, we had reached the parking lot and made record time
throwing our backpacks in and jumping into the car. Even better, as we peeled out of the parking lot, Grandma got her phone
out, put it back together, and it worked, so at least we had a
phone in case the crazies chased us! But minutes passed, no one
followed us, and the trip home passed uneventfully; my nightmare was over.

A Dark Night — Jacob Williams (nf)
The night I got lost in the woods was one of the most frightening nights of my life. It started off by me waking up to go hunting. This was normal for me and my father since we hunt often.
Once we were ready, we got in the truck and drove to the
woods. It was a normal hunting day, we saw a few deer but
none of them were legal. We were starting to get bored so we

stopped and ate lunch. We talked about what we should do next
and decided to keep hunting. After a few hours of seeing nothing we decided to go into a big forest. We had a few hours till
dark so we each went into the woods from a different area. The
plan was to meet on the road in 1 hour. My dad said “Make
sure you stay safe and don’t get lost.” I nodded my head and
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A Dark Night (Cont.) — Jacob Williams (nf)
took my first steps into the dark, dreary
woods.
The dark, wet forest scared me. The fog
and cold wind made a cold chill run down
my spine. I knew I had to start hunting so I
put this fear out of my mind. I walked
straight into where my dad said to go to
make sure I wouldn’t get lost. The plan
was for my dad to walk on the upper part
of the timber and I would walk on the lower part, so that’s what I did. I slowly
walked, wondering what my dad was doing, thinking about life, and the things I
had to do that week. I let my mind daydream for what seemed to be hours. When
I awoke from my daydreaming I realized I
had taken the wrong path. I was lost.
My cheeks turned white cold. My hands
shook uncontrollably and my heart raced,
not knowing what to do. “It will be dark
soon,” I thought to myself. I wondered
how I could be so careless. I looked
around and saw nothing but fog and dark
trees surrounding me. I decided to turn
around thinking I could find the right path.
It was so dark I couldn’t see my own feet.
I heard the forest come alive with birds,
coyotes, deer, and other animals I couldn’t
even recognize. I knew my father would
be wondering where I was. The sun was

nearly down and I had no idea where I was
or what to do. I felt the cold, dark sky
overwhelming me.

woods for only an hour or two. A thought
came to me, would I have to spend the
night here?

I panicked and began walking as fast as I
could back to where I thought I came in.
Every step brought me deeper into the
forest. I felt the animals surrounding me
and I didn’t know if they were dangerous
or not. Suddenly, “BAM!” I heard a large
stick break. Another chill went down my
spine. I felt a shadow coming toward me, a
scary thought crept into my head. What if
it was a predator? I was terrified thinking
of what it might be. I slowly walked backwards to a tree, my hands gripping the
cold, wet moss of the tree. The shadow
came closer as if it was ready to attack me.
The moonlight shining through the tree
limbs allowed me to finally see my own
two feet. The animal came into the light.
My heart was relieved to see the bright
gentle eyes of a baby deer. I breathed a
deep sigh of relief knowing it wasn’t there
to hurt me.

I yelled out for my dad, horrified at the
thought. There was no response. I
wrapped my warm jacket around my
body, thinking this would be my bed for
the night. I felt disgraced and ashamed
that I had become lost when my dad trusted me to be safe and to not get lost. As I
thought about these things and prepared
myself for the cold lonely night, I felt a
light flash across my cheeks. I knew this
was not the light of the moon or some
animal’s shiny eyes glowing in the night. I
heard sticks breaking and a figure approaching. The figure came into the
moonlight revealing itself to be my dad!
He sighed a breath of relief and I got up
and ran to him. I kept repeating, “I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry!” He said to me,
“It’s okay — it was a mistake.”

The deer went back into the woods after
realizing what I was. Even though I felt
relief for a brief moment I still was lost
and my dad had to be horrified and scared
by now. I had brought nothing to eat or
drink, assuming I was going to be in the

We walked back to the warm truck and as
my hands and cheeks gained color again, I
felt warmth return to my body. I was safe.
I knew that I would be okay and that I
wouldn’t have to spend a dark night alone
in the woods.

The Price of Winter — Riley Smith
Frost glittering

Cold still lingers

Numb hands

Flowers wiltering

with frozen fingers

grasp frozen tea

I open my eyes

No fire to melt me free
I groan and grumble

To behold

my pack tumbles

the winter price

clanks and tings
I hear not

Rabbits run

I cannot forget the lost

I fix my sack
and heft it high,

from prey above,

Made into dust

Rays of sun

by spark's evil plot

warm like a glove

house at my back

Churning smoke climbs to the sky.
Curved lips
a mother's smile
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